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The Daughters Break the Rules
There are two sides to every summer. When seventeen-year-old Rory McShane steps off the train in East Hampton, it's as if
she's entered another universe, one populated by impossibly beautiful people wearing pressed khakis and driving
expensive cars. She's signed on to be a summer errand girl for the Rules -- a wealthy family with an enormous beachfront
mansion. Upon arrival, she's warned by other staff members to avoid socializing with the family, but Rory soon learns that
may be easier said than done. Stifled by her friends and her family's country club scene, seventeen-year-old Isabel Rule,
the youngest of the family, embarks on a breathless romance with a guy whom her parents would never approve of. It's the
summer for taking chances, and Isabel is bringing Rory along for the ride. But will Rory's own summer romance jeopardize
her friendship with Isabel? And, after long-hidden family secrets surface, will the Rules' picture-perfect world ever be the
same?

Daughters of Parvati
In this suspenseful, provocative novel of friendship, secrets, and deceit, a successful writer returns to her elite Swiss
boarding school to get to the bottom of a tragic accident that took place while she was a student twenty years earlier. How
far would you go to uncover the truth? One spring night in 1998 the beautiful Cressida Strauss plunges from a fourth-floor
balcony at the Lycée Internationale Suisse with catastrophic consequences. Loath to draw negative publicity to the school,
a bastion of European wealth and glamour, officials quickly dismiss the incident as an accident, but questions remain: Was
it a suicide attempt? Or was Cressida pushed? It was no secret that she had a selfish streak and had earned as many
enemies as allies in her tenure at the school. For her best friend, scholarship student Kersti Kuusk, the lingering questions
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surrounding Cressida's fall continue to nag long after she leaves the Lycée. Kersti marries and becomes a bestselling writer,
but never stops wondering about Cressida's obsession with the Helvetian Society—a secret club banned years before their
arrival at the school—and a pair of its members who were expelled. When Kersti is invited as a guest to the Lycée's 100th
Anniversary, she begins probing the cover-up, unearthing a frightening underbelly of lies and abuse at the prestigious
establishment. And in one portentous moment, Kersti makes a decision that will connect her to Cressida forever and raise
the stakes dangerously high in her own desire to solve the mystery and redeem her past. An unputdownable read as clever
as it is compelling, The Finishing School offers a riveting glimpse into a privileged, rarefied world in which nothing is as it
appears.

The Pearl of the Soul of the World
There are some problems even winning the lottery can?t fix With as many hours as Reggie Shaw puts in at the Cashmart,
it?s no wonder that her grades and her friendships are slipping. Worst of all, Reggie?s mother?s inability to keep a job
means that Reggie is pulling the weight of two people. Then, Reggie?s mom wins big in the lottery. Suddenly the
money?and the popularity?comes pouring in. But when Reggie finds out that her mother has been borrowing more money
than she actually won, she must face up to the fact that happiness can?t be bought?it only comes with hard work.

Fred Stays With Me!
The popular daytime TV personality recounts his first experiences on television, his family life, his partnership with Kathie
Lee Gifford, and his most memorable moments on the set of "Live with Regis and Kathie Lee"

Courage for Beginners
Rory McShane should be excited to spend the summer in East Hampton with Connor Rule, her generous, smart, cute
boyfriend. After all, Rory's no longer the hired help at the Rule family mansion on the beach, and she and Connor have
made it through a year of long-distance dating. But now, in the months leading up to college, Rory can't help but wonder if
she really belongs in Connor's world. Isabel Rule is still trying to get over Mike, the devastatingly sexy surfer who broke her
heart last summer. Enter Evan, an aspiring filmmaker who's kind, funny, and crushing on Isabel. He'd be the perfect
summer fling -- so why can't she seem to forget about Mike? Set against a backdrop buzzing with the rich, the famous, and
the wannabe rich and famous, Since Last Summer, a companion novel to Rules of Summer, is the perfect beach read.

Tales of the Cthulhu Mythos
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Two Hearts, One God.? Should Anything Else Matter? Zora Nella Hampton Johnson knows exactly where she comes
from—and her daddy won't let her forget. Of course for that privilege he keeps her in Prada and Kate Spade, Coach and
YSL. He chooses her boyfriend, her car, her address, and ignores her love of painting, art, and the old ways of her
grandaddy's soulful AME church—where the hymns pleaded, cajoled, and raised the roof. Her daddy may be a preacher, but
some-where among the thousands of church members, the on-site coffee house, and the JumboTron, Zora lost God. And she
wants Him back. Nicky Parker, a recent graduate of Berkeley and reformed playboy, also suffers the trials of being a
preacher's kid, and he can't remember the last time he saw eye-to-eye with his white, racist, Southern Baptist father. What
he does remember—and it will be forever burned in his brain despite myriad prayers to Jesus—is the way Zora looked the
first time he saw her. Like Nefertiti. Only better. When they meet at a bible study far from their respective home churches,
the first churlish, sarcastic sparks that fly sizzle with defensiveness. But God has a special way of feeding the flames and
though of different flocks, these two lost sheep will find Him and much, much more. Click here to listen to an interview with
Claudia Mair Burney: http://buzzplant.com/zoranicky/ecard1/#/author-interview/

The Time-Traveling Fashionista at the Palace of Marie Antoinette
What if a beautiful dress could take you back in time? Louise Lambert's best friend's thirteenth birthday party is fast
approaching, so of course the most important question on her mind is, "What am I going to wear?!" Slipping on an exquisite
robin's egg blue gown during another visit to the mysterious Traveling Fashionista Vintage Sale, Louise finds herself back in
time once again, swept up in the glory of palace life, fancy parties, and enormous hair as a member of the court of France's
most infamous queen, Marie Antoinette. But between cute commoner boys and glamorous trips to Paris, life in the palace
isn't all cake and couture. Can Louise keep her cool-and her head!-as she races against the clock to get home?

The Next Great Paulie Fink
Sometimes life gets Messy. When sixteen-year-old Brooke Berlin catches a taste of fame and her movie-star father's
attention, she decides it's time to take her career to the next level--by launching a blog that will position her as a Hollywood
"It Girl" who tells it like it is. But between schoolwork, shopping, and spray-tan appointments, she hardly has the time to
write it herself Enter green-haired outsider Max McCormack, an aspiring author with a terrible after-school job pushing faux
meat on the macrobiotic masses. Max loathes the celebrity scene almost as much as she dislikes Brooke, but wooed by an
impressive salary, Max reluctantly agrees to play Brooke's ghost-blogger -- and the site takes off. How long will their lie
last? Can the girls work together to stay on top, or will the truth come out and ruin everything they've built? Along with an
entourage of fame-hungry starlets, scruffy rocker wannabes, and sushi-scarfing socialites, the case of Heather Cocks and
Jessica Morgan's dazzling debut, Spoiled, are back for another adventure in Tinseltown.
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The Finishing School
Twin brothers Ty and Cory Bic are on the run. When they encounter a dying deer in the middle of a remote mountain road
with fresh tire tracks swerving down into a ravine, they know they have to help. But when they reach the wrecked car the
vehicle appears empty, with signs that the driver escaped. Until they hear a sound coming from the trunk. Ty and Cory are
escaping demons of their own. But what they discover in the trunk puts them in the crosshairs of something darker and
more sinister than their wildest nightmares. Told through a gripping, lightning-fast narrative that alternates between
present and past, this unputdownable survival thriller unravels the tangled circumstances that led Ty and Cory to the deer
in the road and set them on a perilous course through the wilderness of the Pacific Northwest.

What Happened to Goodbye
"The oldest and strongest emotion of mankind is fear, and the oldest and strongest kind of fear is fear of the unknown." --H.
P. LOVECRAFT, "Supernatural Horror in Literature" Howard Phillips Lovecraft forever changed the face of horror, fantasy,
and science fiction with a remarkable series of stories as influential as the works of Poe, Tolkien, and Edgar Rice Burroughs.
His chilling mythology established a gateway between the known universe and an ancient dimension of otherworldly terror,
whose unspeakable denizens and monstrous landscapes--dread Cthulhu, Yog-Sothoth, the Plateau of Leng, the Mountains of
Madness--have earned him a permanent place in the history of the macabre. In Tales of the Cthulhu Mythos, a pantheon of
horror and fantasy's finest authors pay tribute to the master of the macabre with a collection of original stories set in the
fearsome Lovecraft tradition: ¸ The Call of Cthulhu by H. P. Lovecraft: The slumbering monster-gods return to the world of
mortals. ¸ Notebook Found in a Deserted House by Robert Bloch: A lone farmboy chronicles his last stand against a
hungering backwoods evil. ¸ Cold Print by Ramsey Campbell: An avid reader of forbidden books finds a treasure trove of
deadly volumes--available for a bloodcurdling price. ¸ The Freshman by Philip José Farmer: A student of the black arts
receives an education in horror at notorious Miskatonic University. PLUS EIGHTEEN MORE SPINE-TINGLING TALES! From the
Trade Paperback edition.

Deadfall
In this acclaimed novel by the author of the award-winning, bestselling The Thing About Jellyfish, being the new kid at
school isn't easy, especially when you have to follow in the footsteps of a legendary classroom prankster. When Caitlyn
Breen begins her disorienting new life at Mitchell School--where the students take care of real live goats and study longdead philosophers, and where there are only ten other students in the entire seventh grade--it seems like nobody can stop
talking about some kid named Paulie Fink. Depending on whom you ask, Paulie was either a hilarious class clown, a
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relentless troublemaker, a hapless klutz, or an evil genius. One thing's for sure, though: The kid was totally legendary. Now
he's disappeared, and Caitlyn finds herself leading a reality-show-style competition to find the school's next great Paulie
Fink. With each challenge, Caitlyn struggles to understand a person she never metbut it's what she discovers about herself
that most surprises her. Told in multiple voices, interviews, and documents, this funny, thought-provoking novel from the
bestselling author of The Thing About Jellyfish is a memorable exploration of what makes a hero--and if anyone, or anything,
is truly what it seems.

Miss America
Daughters Rule Number Six: Never talk to the press about your parents. After leaking a story about the family business,
impetuous high school freshman Carina Jurgensen is cut off by her billionaire father. Always resourceful, she fibs her way
into a job as a party planner for New York's annual Silver Snowflake Ball. But when Carina finds out that the party
committee expects favors and freebies from her dad's A-list connections, a choice must be made: Does she get real about
her downgraded status, or pretend she's still the ultimate heiress? Best friends and fellow daughters of celebrities Lizzie
Summers, Carina Jurgensen and Hudson Jones are back in Joanna Philbin's second stylish and heartfelt Daughters novel.

I'm Only One Man!
In her role as devoted wife, the Hindu goddess Parvati is the divine embodiment of viraha, the agony of separation from
one's beloved, a form of love that is also intense suffering. These contradictory emotions reflect the overlapping
dissolutions of love, family, and mental health explored by Sarah Pinto in this visceral ethnography. Daughters of Parvati
centers on the lives of women in different settings of psychiatric care in northern India, particularly the contrasting
environments of a private mental health clinic and a wing of a government hospital. Through an anthropological
consideration of modern medicine in a nonwestern setting, Pinto challenges the dominant framework for addressing crises
such as long-term involuntary commitment, poor treatment in homes, scarcity of licensed practitioners, heavy use of
pharmaceuticals, and the ways psychiatry may reproduce constraining social conditions. Inflected by the author's own
experience of separation and single motherhood during her fieldwork, Daughters of Parvati urges us to think about the ways
women bear the consequences of the vulnerabilities of love and family in their minds, bodies, and social worlds.

The Girl In Between
It's a sparkling, magical summer for Willa! It's July on Cape Cod, and Willa Havisham isn't so happy about her boyfriend, JFK,
being away all summer at baseball training camp. With best-friend Tina and Ruby edging her out lately, Willa wonders what
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the summer will bring. It turns out there are plenty of surprises in store! For one, there's been a mermaid sighting. There's
also a boy named Will who claims to be her long-lost brother. He shares Willa's sea-blue eyes, but Willa wonders what
secrets he's hiding and what this news will mean for her famous wedding planner mother. It's going to be a summer filled
with fireworks for sure!

Cashing In
Move over GOSSIP GIRL, CELEBRITEENS are front page news! As the daughter of a supermodel, Lizzie is used to living in her
mother's shadow. But when a photographer spots her unique style and look, Lizzie becomes the new "it" girl of the New
York fashion scene. Cast into the spotlight, Lizzie isn't sure fame is all it's cracked up to be. Luckily, her best friends are also
the daughters of celebrities and know just had to keep her grounded. But can they bring her back to earth before she loses
her chance with the gorgeous new boy at school?

The Daughters Take the Stage
No one is quite who they seem to be in this twisty, soapy, gasp-inducing sequel to Jennifer Lynn Barnes' unputdownable
Little White Lies. Think of the White Gloves like the Junior League -- by way of Skull and Bones. Reluctant debutante Sawyer
Taft joined Southern high society for one reason and one reason alone: to identify and locate her biological father. But the
answers Sawyer found during her debutante year only left her with more questions and one potentially life-ruining secret.
When her cousin Lily ropes her into pledging a mysterious, elite, and all-female secret society called the White Gloves,
Sawyer soon discovers that someone in the group's ranks may have the answers she's looking for. Things are looking up . . .
until Sawyer and the White Gloves make a disturbing discovery near the family's summer home -- and uncover a twisted
secret, decades in the making.

Since Last Summer
When two estranged sisters inherit a Hamptons beach house, they search for fortune but find love instead. Cassie and Peck
are half sisters with little in common beyond a shared last name--that is, until their beloved aunt Lydia bequeaths them
equal shares of her ramshackle old cottage in the Hamptons with instructions to "seek the thing of utmost value" within it.
Cassie and Peck fantasize about discovering a lost Jackson Pollock, or a first edition of F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great
Gatsby, as they revel in one last summer of fabulous parties and nostalgia. From the author of Lulu Meets God and Doubts
Him, Danielle Ganek's The Summer We Read Gatsby, a perfect beach read, captures the spirit of New York's most
glamorous resort town, and will captivate readers with its spellbinding blend of romance, mystery, and charmingly eccentric
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characters.

Zora and Nicky
Money, beauty, power, and love -- the youngest members of the Magnolia League have it all. Some may call them lucky,
but the truth is they're charmed. Armed with spells, potions, and conjures from the powerful Buzzard family, the Magnolias
have bought their luckat a price. Ensconced in the League's headquarters on Habersham street, golden girl Hayes Anderson
would never dream of leaving Savannah, where there's no problem that can't be solved with a cup of Swamp Brew tea. But
when danger lurks and family secrets are unearthed, Hayes learns that magic can't fix everything. Across town at an old
mansion on Forsyth Park, recent California transplant Alexandria Lee is on a quest to free her mother's spirit from a hoodoo
spell. As dark magic sweeps through Savannah's historic squares and misty backwaters, will Hayes and Alex have the
strength to save the people they love -- and themselves? Katie Crouch's second Magnolia League novel is a beguiling story
about family, friendship, and the magical ties that bind.

The Liar's Daughter
Piper was raised in a cult. She just doesn't know it. Seventeen-year-old Piper knows that Father is a Prophet. Infallible. The
chosen one. She would do anything for Father. That's why she takes care of all her little sisters. That's why she runs end-ofthe-world drills. That's why she never asks questions. Because Father knows best. Until the day he doesn't. Until the day the
government raids the compound and separates Piper from her siblings, from Mother, from the Aunts, from all of Father's
followers--even from Caspian, the boy she loves. Now Piper is living Outside. Among Them. With a woman They claim is her
real mother--a woman They say Father stole her from. But Piper knows better. And Piper is going to escape.

Who Wants to be Me?
Sixteen-year-old Meghan Powers likes her life just the way it is. She likes living in Massachusetts. She likes her school. And
she has plenty of friends. But all that is about to change. Because Meg's mother, one of the most prestigious senators in the
country, is running for President. And she's going to win.

We Contain Multitudes
"Ever wonder what it's really like to grow up in Manhattan with a famous mom or dad? Well, Joanna Philbin is going to tell
you. The Daughters is authentic and well-told. Gossip Girl herself would love this new series." --Cecily von Ziegesar, author
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of the #1 New York Times bestselling series Gossip Girl They didn't ask for fame. They were born with it. The only daughter
of supermodel Katia Summers, witty and thoughtful Lizzie Summers likes to stick to the sidelines. The sole heir to
Metronome Media and daughter of billionaire Karl Jurgensen, outspoken Carina Jurgensen would rather climb mountains
than social ladders. Daughter of chart-topping pop icon Holla Jones, stylish and sensitive Hudson Jones is on the brink of her
own music breakthrough. By the time freshman year begins, unconventional-looking Lizzie Summers has come to expect
fawning photographers and adoring fans to surround her gorgeous supermodel mother. But when Lizzie is approached by a
fashion photographer that believes she's "the new face of beauty," Lizzie surprises herself and her family by becoming the
newest Summers woman to capture the media's spotlight. Don't miss this insider's look at what it's like to be the child of a
world-famous celebrity, all while trying to navigate the ups and downs of high school.

Rules of Summer
Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe meets I'll Give You the Sun in an exhilarating and emotional novel
about the growing relationship between two teenage boys, told through the letters they write to one another. Jonathan
Hopkirk and Adam "Kurl" Kurlansky are partnered in English class, writing letters to one another in a weekly pen pal
assignment. With each letter, the two begin to develop a friendship that eventually grows into love. But with homophobia,
bullying, and devastating family secrets, Jonathan and Kurl struggle to overcome their conflicts and hold onto their
relationshipand each other. This rare and special novel celebrates love and life with engaging characters and stunning
language, making it perfect for fans of Jandy Nelson, Nina LaCour, and David Levithan.

French Kiss
Jason Hernandez wasn't the marrying kind and certainly didn't want to settle down, however attractive the proposition. But
Renata needed a man in her life to protect her from the wiles of her womanising business partner - and in Peruvian society
that meant a husband. Jason fitted the bill perfectly. But could such an ill-starred match ever work out? Time would tell.

Wish I Might
One of the most popular television and cultural icons ever, Regis Philbin has been entertaining television audiences for
more than fifty years—as a beloved morning-show host (Live with Regis and Kelly), a nighttime game-show host (Who
Wants to Be a Millionaire?) and also as a fixture on national and local late-night talk shows. The irrepressible “Reege” has
regaled television audiences with his stories for more than half a century, but he’s saved the most hilarious, surprising,
heartfelt, and inspiring tales for How I Got This Way. Both a fascinating show business memoir and a delightful primer for
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living the good life rolled into one, How I Got This Way is Reege being Reege, just the way we love him, as he shares the
secrets to success and happiness that he has learned from his innumerable celebrity encounters, his close, personal
friendships, and, of course, his relationship with his loving wife and family.

The Creativity Project
Ginny Blackstone thought that the biggest adventure of her life was behind her. She spent last summer traveling around
Europe, following the tasks her aunt Peg laid out in a series of letters before she died. When someone stole Ginny's
backpack—and the last little blue envelope inside—she resigned herself to never knowing how it was supposed to end.
Months later, a mysterious boy contacts Ginny from London, saying he's found her bag. Finally, Ginny can finish what she
started. But instead of ending her journey, the last letter starts a new adventure—one filled with old friends, new loves, and
once-in-a-lifetime experiences. Ginny finds she must hold on to her wits . . . and her heart. This time, there are no
instructions.

The Last Little Blue Envelope
The daughter of chart-topping pop star Holla Jones, stylish and sensitive Hudson Jones is on the brink of her own musical
debut. Hudson has inherited her mother's talent, but she hasn't yet embraced Holla's love of the megawatt spotlight. Can
Hudson find a way to perform that reflects her own low-key style? Or will Holla see to it that her only daughter becomes a
pop music sensation? Go behind the music in this third novel in Joanna Philbin's stylish and heartfelt Daughters series.

The Time-Traveling Fashionista
Features full page fashion illustrations throughout (on color devices, these are viewable in rich four color!) What if a
beautiful dress could take you back in time? Fashion-obsessed Louise Lambert knows everything about the late-great
clothing designers and anything vintage. When she receives a mysterious invitation to the Traveling Fashionista Vintage
Sale, Louise is so there! Marla and Glenda, two eerie salesladies, convince Louise to don a glittering evening gown, and
poof! she finds herself transported onboard a luxurious cruise ship in 1912. Louise relishes the glamorous life and decadent
closets of this opulent era until she realizes- she's on the Titanic! Will Louise be able to save herself and change the course
of history, or is she destined to go down with the ship?

Deadly Little Scandals
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Twelve-year-old Mysti Murphy wishes she were a character in a book. If her life were fictional, she'd magically know how to
deal with the fact that her best friend, Anibal Gomez, has abandoned her in favor of being a "hipster." She'd be able to take
care of everyone when her dad has to spend time in the hospital. And she'd certainly be able to change her family's secret.
Seventh grade is not turning out the way Mysti had planned. With the help of a hot-air balloon, her new friend Rama Khan,
and a bright orange coat, can she find the courage to change?

Messy
Offers a glimpse into the fun-filled life of the host of the popular quiz show "Who Wants to be a Millionaire," and includes
humorous anecdotes about his wife Joy and his former co-host Kathie Lee Gifford. (Humor)

How to Raise a Reader
The girls at Modesta High School feel like they're stuck in some anti-feminist time warp-they're faced with sexism at every
turn, and they've had enough. Sponsored by their new art teacher, Ms. Stark, they band together to form the Daughters of
Eve. It's more than a school club-it's a secret society, a sisterhood. At first, it seems like they are actually changing the way
guys at school treat them. But Ms. Stark urges them to take more vindictive action, and it starts to feel more like revengebrutal revenge. Blinded by their oath of loyalty, the Daughters of Eve become instruments of vengeance. Can one of them
break the spell before real tragedy strikes?

The Summer We Read Gatsby
An indispensable guide to welcoming children—from babies to teens—to a lifelong love of reading, written by Pamela Paul
and Maria Russo, editors of The New York Times Book Review. Do you remember your first visit to where the wild things
are? How about curling up for hours on end to discover the secret of the Sorcerer’s Stone? Combining clear, practical advice
with inspiration, wisdom, tips, and curated reading lists, How to Raise a Reader shows you how to instill the joy and timestopping pleasure of reading. Divided into four sections, from baby through teen, and each illustrated by a different artist,
this book offers something useful on every page, whether it’s how to develop rituals around reading or build a family library,
or ways to engage a reluctant reader. A fifth section, “More Books to Love: By Theme and Reading Level,” is chockful of
expert recommendations. Throughout, the authors debunk common myths, assuage parental fears, and deliver invaluable
lessons in a positive and easy-to-act-on way.

The White Glove War
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A New York Times bestseller A new day. A new place. A new life. In the past few years, Mclean has pretended to be so many
different people that she hardly remembers who she really is anymore. The adorable guy next door might be able to help
her figure it out. But is she ready for it? “A cut above” —People Also by Sarah Dessen: Along for the Ride Dreamland Just
Listen Keeping the Moon Lock and Key The Moon and More Someone Like You That Summer This Lullaby The Truth About
Forever

The President's Daughter
Molly Dix, an ordinary teen from an ordinary town and Brooke Berlin, a Hollywood princess, are unlikely half-sisters. They
must navigate the slings and arrows of high school - and each other - while vying for the attention of the clueless, largerthan-life celebrity they call Dad. Spoiled is a sparkling debut from the writers behind the viciously funny celebrity blog
GoFugYourself.com.

The Daughters Join the Party
Book advocate Colby Sharp presents more than forty beloved, award-winning, diverse and bestselling authors and
illustrators in a creative challenge! Colby Sharp invited more than forty authors and illustrators to provide story starters for
each other; photos, drawings, poems, prose, or anything they could dream up. When they received their prompts, they
responded by transforming these seeds into any form of creative work they wanted to share. The result is a stunning
collection of words, art, poetry, and stories by some of our most celebrated children book creators. A section of extra story
starters by every contributor provides fresh inspiration for readers to create works of their own. Here is an innovative book
that offers something for every kind of reader and creator! With contributions by Sherman Alexie, Tom Angleberger, Jessixa
Bagley, Tracey Baptiste, Sophie Blackall, Lisa Brown, Peter Brown, Lauren Castillo, Kate DiCamillo, Margarita Engle, Deborah
Freedman, Adam Gidwitz, Chris Grabenstein, Jennifer L. Holm, Victoria Jamieson, Travis Jonker, Jess Keating, Laurie Keller,
Jarret J. Krosoczka, Kirby Larson, Minh Lê, Grace Lin, Kate Messner, Daniel Nayeri, Naomi Shihab Nye, Debbie Ohi, R.J.
Palacio, Linda Sue Park, Dav Pilkey, Andrea Davis Pinkney, Jewell Parker Rhodes, Dan Santat, Gary Schmidt, John Schu,
Colby Sharp, Bob Shea, Liesl Shurtliff, Lemony Snicket, Laurel Snyder, Javaka Steptoe, Mariko Tamaki, Linda Urban, Frank
Viva, and Kat Yeh.

How I Got This Way
Told from the point of view of a young child whose parents are divorced, Fred Stays with Me follows a girl and her dog, Fred,
from one parent's house to the other's, giving her a sense of continuity and stability. With a simple text and childlike
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language, the story expresses and addresses a child's concerns, highlights the friendship between child and pet, presents a
common ground for the parents, and resolves conflict in a positive way. Tricia Tusa's charming and whimsical artwork adds
a light, happy feel to this poignant--but not overly sentimental--story.

The Daughters
Get your drama on as the girls from the NEW YORK TIMES bestseller, SOUTH BEACH, strut back into the limelight in another
sizzling spring break tale of romance, friendship, and crushes gone bad. Two beautiful girls. One sexy city. Endless
opportunities for l'amour. When ALEXA ST. LAURENT falls in love, she falls hard. Can she keep her cool after meeting a
French guy who's too good to be true and too hard to resist? For HOLLY JACOBSON, being in love with her boyfriend, Tyler,
is as natural as breathing. But there's no denying that Alexa's Parisian cousin Pierre takes Holly's breath away. On a
whirlwind rendezvous in Paris, the City of Love, Alexa and Holly are about to discover that everything sounds sexier in
French.

Daughters of Eve
The author presents his provocative and controversial views on life, love, politics, celebrities, sexual obsessions, and other
topics

In the Spotlight
They didn't ask for fame. They were born with it. In the third Daughters novel, The Daughters Take the Stage, Hudson found
her own place in "the family business," aka: show business. Now, for the first time, readers will meet Emma Conway,
daughter of a powerful New York State Senator. Emma has never fit into the sweater-set-wearing world of her political
family, opting for purple hair and Chuck Taylors to keep herself out of countless photo ops, but when she accidentally lets
her father's presidential plans slip on national television, Emma finds herself thrown into the spotlight. Facing pressure to
be the perfect First Daughter-in-training, Emma must learn to speak up for herself and for what she believes in. Thankfully,
she has her new friends and fellow daughters - Lizzie, Carina, and Hudson - to help her along the way.

Spoiled
The spellbinding conclusion to the Darkangel Trilogy! Armed with a magical pearl imbued with all the sorcery and wisdom of
the world, bestowed upon her by the Ancient known as Ravenna, Aeriel finally comes face-to-face with the White Witch and
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her vampire sons. Backed by her husband, his army of good, and a throng of magical steeds, she must unlock the power of
the pearl to awaken her true destiny and save the world.

A Risky Affair
Bryn Reyes is a real life sleeping beauty. Afflicted with Klein-Levin Syndrome, she suffers episodes of prolonged sleep that
steal weeks, and sometimes even months, from her life. But unlike most KLS patients, she doesn’t spend each episode in a
catatonic state or wake up with no recollection of the time she’s missed. Instead, Bryn spends half her life in an alternate
reality made up of her memories. For Bryn, the past is a place, until one day a boy she’s never met before washes up on the
illusory beach of her dreams with no memory of who he is. But the appearance of this strange boy isn’t the only thing that’s
changed. Bryn’s symptoms are worsening, her body weakening as she’s plagued by hallucinations even while awake. Her
only hope of finding a cure is to undergo experimental treatment created by a German specialist. But when Dr. Banz reveals
that he knows more about her strange symptoms than he originally let on, Bryn learns that the boy in her head might
actually be the key to understanding what’s happening to her, and worse, that if she doesn’t find out his identity before it’s
too late, they both may not survive.
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